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Foreword
Stan Douglas has long been one of the most original conceptual

relationship to the medium. Rather than covering the entire scope

For all these reasons and more, it has been a singular privilege

further contributions by the Embassy of Canada in Berlin and

thinkers on all matters pertaining to the relationship between

of his career, the exhibition focuses on large-scale works (often

to work with Stan Douglas to shape this exhibition. We are

Henning and Brigitte Freybe. We are grateful for all their generos-

cinematic forms and their various technological structures. To

conceived in “tableau format”) produced between  and .

immensely grateful to him and to members of his studio, espe-

ity and contributions. The exhibition in Nîmes was supported by

cially Linda Chinfen and Brodie Smith, for making the exhibition

the Centre Culturel Canadien in Paris.

many people, Douglas is most familiar through his visually absorb-

The exhibition features different series of photographic

Many colleagues at all three museums have contributed to the

ing and sophisticated ﬁlms and videos. His constant archaeology

works that are conceptually linked. The occasion of the exhibition

possible. In putting together this survey of Douglas’s photo-

of the technical and conceptual feasibility within reproductive

in Haus der Kunst will see the introduction of two new works:

graphic work, the curators of the exhibition—León Krempel at

success of this ambitious endeavor and have been instrumental

technologies, his innovative use of editing techniques, and his

The ﬁrst is a new video, Luanda-Kinshasa (), that is con-

Haus der Kunst, Séamus Kealy at the Irish Museum of Modern

to its realization. While we cannot name all of them, we would like

computer software codes have generated some of the most

nected to the overall thematic framework of the photographs.

Art, Dublin, and Jean-Marc Prévost, director of the Carré d'Art,

to speciﬁcally mention Beatrice Paquereau and Delphine Verrières-

critically praised artistic works in contemporary art. In a stellar

The second, Helen Lawrence (), is Douglas’s very ﬁrst theater

Nîmes—have provided a careful and considerate examination of

Gaultier at Carré d’Art; Tina Köhler, Anton Köttl, and Ulrich Wilmes

career marked by major transformations in the technical and visual

work, a live cinematic piece of theater. It will mark its European

the artist’s exemplary career. Lending further insight to the un-

at Haus der Kunst; and Rachael Thomas and Sean Kissane at

supports of ﬁlm and video, Douglas has been a relentless pioneer,

debut at Munich’s Kammerspiele theater. In addition, Douglas has

derstanding of the work are the contributing essayists: David

IMMA.

helping us reimagine the historical speciﬁcities of time-based,

recently broken new ground with the app Circa .

Campany, Diedrich Diederichsen, Catherine Soussloff, Chantal

projected works without falling into the solipsism of excessive

Nevertheless, photography will occupy the most prominent

Pontbriand, Séamus Kealy, and León Krempel. We are thankful

technophilia. At the same time, as an artist of wide-ranging

space within the exhibition. The images are chieﬂy concerned with

to them for their incisive texts. We also wish to acknowledge the

artistic vision and rigorous aesthetic standards, his works enable

narrating transitions in global histories, linking prewar reﬂections

excellent collaboration we have enjoyed with Katharina Haderer

museum audiences to not only immerse themselves in complex

on social imaginaries to the postwar industry of documentary

and Sandra Leitte at Prestel Verlag. The director of the Münchner

visual events but also to grapple with complex questions of

photography. Political themes bleed into cultural histories, such

Kammerspiele, Johan Simons, as well as members of his team,

mediums and form, temporality and duration, cinematic time

as the investigation of postcolonial liberation struggles and the re-

Alexandra Twarog and Ana Zirner, and the Kammerspiele’s dra-

and haptic space, sonic and aural structures.

enactment of countercultural disputes between urban subcultures

matic adviser, Jeroen Versteele, have all been important partners

While Douglas’s oeuvre in ﬁlm and video has been justly

and policing. This convergence of historical periods and social-

and collaborators in the production and staging of Helen Lawrence,

celebrated, his work in photography, though little known, is no

political-cultural events from the ﬁrst half to the last quarter of

Douglas’s ﬁrst foray into the world of theater.

less accomplished. It is the intention of this exhibition to reframe

the twentieth century is reﬂective of how Douglas constantly

the understanding of his practice by placing photography at the

attempts, in all his works, to complicate and undermine expecta-

mental in making the exhibition possible. We would like to thank

center of the analysis of his more than thirty-year career. From

tions of documentary accuracy. In these images photography

David Zwirner, Angela Choon, Anna Drozda, and Justine Durrett

the very inception of his career as an artist, photography has

mediates the reading of history, but it also generates reﬂections

from the David Zwirner Gallery, New York and London, and Victoria

played a fundamental role in his practice. Over this period he has

on how historical narratives are produced, and how the documen-

Miro and Erin Manns from the Victoria Miro Gallery, London, for

produced photography as an entirely independent artistic pursuit,

tation of events shapes cultural memory. In the coruscating

their support. The realization of the exhibition in Munich was gen-

and he has also employed still photographic images to create

tracing of time, image, and history, Douglas’s interjection of ﬁc-

erously supported by the David Zwirner Gallery, with additional

works based on slide tapes and projections. Stan Douglas –

tion or invented models of representation draws the viewer deeper

support by the Victoria Miro Gallery. Lead support for the exhibi-

Mise en scène is the ﬁrst signiﬁcant exhibition to be devoted to his

into the language of cinematic postproduction.

tion in Munich was provided by the Alexander Tutsek-Stiftung, with

Foreword by Okwui Enwezor, Sarah Glennie, Jean-Marc Prévost

Several supporters and institutional partners have been instru-
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With the exception of the Klatsassin Portraits (), Crowds

Introduction

function like interchangeable parts in the gears of a machine.

and Riots are the ﬁrst examples of staged photography by

In the almost silent Vidéo (), a linear plot, such as the one in

Douglas. Straightaway he risks taking on a subject that is both

Kafka’s The Trial, seems to end with the female protagonist’s

difﬁcult and rare, if it was ever recognized as a subject at all.

death, determined in advance by some mysterious and nameless

Depictions of a crowd of people as agents of collective action are

power. Standing before Crowds and Riots and Interiors, in con-

familiar from the history painting of the nineteenth century.

trast, the viewer is more likely to have the impression that these

Douglas probably looked more to historical reportage photogra-

are about individual people and their purposeful actions. Taken

phy, which no longer laid claim to being art. Compared with such

up as subject matter, intentions are thus yet again something

representations of autonomous or heteronomous crowds, his

that can be linked to the concept of history.⁴

series signiﬁes a tremendous advance coupled with a renuncia-

And the viewer? Before  there was only one decidedly

tion, namely a departure from the dubious representation of and

interactive work by Douglas: in Le Détroit (), visitors to the

contestable testimony to a seemingly accentuated critical cir-

installation cast their shadows onto the double-sided projection

cumstance and a return to the moments in which everything was

screen upon which positive and negative are projected, slightly

still open, in which history had just been made somewhere or

staggered in time, making their bodies into spotlights. In Helen

grasped as being in the making.

Lawrence it is the actors themselves who hold the camera. The

An inquiry comprising textual, visual, and factual evidence

viewer is placed in the position of viewing the piece simultane-

In the years after his retrospective in Stuttgart (),¹ Stan

routes leading across the Paciﬁc to Asia. Disco Angola and

underlies many works by Douglas. As early as , he recon-

ously from various perspectives. Circa  transforms the user

Douglas initially executed a series of photographic projects inﬂu-

Luanda-Kinshasa focus on the s. For the ﬁrst time, these

structed the inexplicable loss of a Japanese immigrant worker from

into a ﬂying “reporter.” Along the lines of Douglas’s alias, the app

enced by his experiences as a ﬁlmmaker. Crowds and Riots ()

works take transatlantic triangles with the vertices of Angola,

police ﬁles for Pursuit, Fear, Catastrophe: Ruskin, B.C. Historians

encourages users to acquaint themselves with the everyday life

merges the use of extras in ﬁlm-like sets with the possibilities of

Congo, Portugal, and New York City as their primary interest.

and criminologists work in a similar manner. Why search for causes

of an era in the recent past from the ﬁrst-person perspective.

at all? As soon as the historian knows what has happened, is it not

Among the photographs, it is above all the tableau of Abbott and

computer montage. The interrelated black-and-white series

Not only in the case of Vancouver, Douglas’s works describe

Midcentury Studio (–) and Malabar People () imitated

the appearance—characteristic to a speciﬁc place and time—of

also clear why what did happen had to happen? The what-why

Cordova that, through the multiplicity of its lines of sight, chal-

the visual language and motifs of reportage and comissioned pho-

people who either remain ﬁxed in their situation or ﬁnd themselves

paradox is an aspect of the re-enactment theory of Robin George

lenges the viewer to see through someone else’s eyes, someone

tography of the postwar period. Disco Angola (), on the other

in a state of change. Special attention is often given to a wide

Collingwood, which perhaps makes it possible to grasp the aes-

whom the viewer might have been.

hand, can be construed as a kind of ﬁctitious travel report. Less

variety of objects that stand for individuals’ or groups’ strivings

thetic of Douglas’s works from  historic-philosophically.² It is

well known are Douglas’s uninhabited Interiors (–), which

for social recognition and expanded power: fashionable Shoes,

clear in several places that these works encourage theory-driven

deal with the subject of documentary images.

 (), for example. Dropped ﬂowers lie upon the asphalt of

reﬂection upon history. Hastings Park, for instance, makes use of

Abbott & Cordova,  August  (). They bear witness to the

the theme of emotions, which were examined in relationship to the

tary video Luanda-Kinshasa (), which, after the cinematic

peaceful sit-in with which the day began. None of the images ad-

idea of the state or commonwealth by Baruch Spinoza. Some years

double projection Hors-champs (), once again stages a retro-

dress the dissemination of culturally speciﬁc forms of expression

before the completion of Crowds and Riots, Spinoza’s concept of

spective performance by jazz musicians. Douglas breaks new

as explicitly as Disco Angola, which deals with the possibly West

the crowd (multitudo) had been reintroduced into political philoso-

ground with the play Helen Lawrence ()—surprising to cin-

African roots of disco music, with kung fu and Capoeira, but also

phy and popularized as “swarm intelligence.”³

ema aﬁcionados and theater people alike—and the mobile app

with such small distinguishing features as buttons and paisleys. In

Circa  (). His register seems more multifaceted than

this context, the Angolans’ struggle for freedom and the Exodus of

and given its title in —once again takes up the subliminal

ever: photography and ﬁlm, theater and music; and in the two

the Portuguese almost recede into the background.

theme of Crowds and Riots. In contrast to the man in the crowd,

In addition to these series there is now the pseudo-documen-

works mentioned last, the spoken word and digital technology.
Douglas had already taken his native city and preferred place

Three of the four images in Crowds and Riots refer to local pro-

2

Hans D. Christ and Iris Dressler, eds.,
Stan Douglas: Past Imperfect—Works
–, exh. cat. Staatsgalerie
Stuttgart and Württembergischer Kunstverein Stuttgart (Ostﬁldern, ).
Cf. William H. Dray, History as ReEnactment: R. G. Collingwood’s Idea of
History (Oxford, , reprint ),
p. .

3

4

Cf. for example Michael Hardt and
Antonio Negri, Multitude: War and
Democracy in the Age of Empire
(London, ).
Cf. Doris Gerber, Analytische Metaphysik der Geschichte. Handlungen,
Geschichten und ihre Erklärung
(Frankfurt am Main, ).

The series Interiors—completed in  but only fully printed

here is one who has at his disposal a multiplicity of objects and

test rallies, which were in turn manifestations of global emancipa-

through time has created his own system for ordering them. The

of work, Vancouver, as a subject in earlier works such as

tion movements. Each of them depicts only a subsidiary location,

spaces—an artist’s cabin, places for selling shoes, junk, grocer-

Strathcona (), Win, Place, or Show (), and Every Building

but does so elaborately and with many precisely observable

ies—appear overly full in the chosen segments, as if very little

on  West Hastings (), and in so doing also raised ques-

details. They recount nothing of the circumstances of the gather-

would be required to create disorder. The inhabitants or owners,

tions of urban planning and sociology. In Crowds and Riots, Helen

ings; even the titles, which designate the location and date,

who may have changed over time, remain unseen, as does the

Lawrence, and Circa , and less obviously also in Interiors,

remain silent in this regard. One of the tableaux, Hastings Park,

commanding authority behind the police deployments in Crowds

Midcentury Studio, and Malabar People, parts of the city are

 July  (), the third in chronological order, lacks any

and Riots. In contrast to many of the earlier works, these series

explored from a historical perspective. What makes these so in-

historical content in the usual sense. It shows spectators at a

no longer evoke the feeling of being at the mercy of depersonal-

teresting is their being located at what was formerly the very

horse race in Hastings Park. A woman with brown gloves appears

ized powers such as capital or chance. In Journey into Fear

edge of the British Empire, as well as along trade and migration

worried, others enjoy the sunny day in a convivial atmosphere.

(), for example, the variously synchronized actors still

Introduction by León Krempel
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The Angel of History
in the Age of the Internet
Paris changes! but naught in my melancholy
Has stirred! New palaces, scaffolding, blocks of stone,

In what turned out to be the last few years of his life, the German

the Internet (all mediums in which Stan Douglas has taken an

critic Walter Benjamin became deeply interested in the idea that

interest). Photography would now be a secondary medium. Not

moments in history do not remain permanently accessible to pos-

exactly obsolete, but certainly eclipsed. And in the eclipse other

terity. Rather, they lie dormant until a new circumstance makes

possibilities emerged: new ways of using and thinking about

them understandable and pertinent. “Every now ... is the now of

photography beyond the burden of authority given to it by news

a particular recognizability, in which things put on their true—

and advertising; new temporalities beyond the charged moment

surrealist—face,” he wrote in his opus of notes published as The

and its cultish power of immediacy; new philosophical ques-

Arcades Project.² Suddenly and unexpectedly, a past moment

tions; new conditions of knowledge and experience; new pictorial

may become meaningful to a present that has the means to grasp

problems and new aesthetic realms.

its deepest character.
The opportunities for this may be very brief and we ought to pre-

In other words, photography had once been in a position to deﬁne the look and value of the age over which it ruled, but now it

sume that more often than not they pass us by. But when they are

seemed its role might be to revisit that age, to rethink it, reﬂect

seized, by a society or perhaps by an individual, something like

upon it, and in the process perhaps even open up alternative ways

a time tunnel appears to connect two moments, present and past.

of understanding the present. We might say then, that photogra-

It’s an illusion of course, because we can never really go back.

phy has undergone a shift, signiﬁcant but not total, from Emissary

What happens is better described as an allegorizing of the past by

of Progress to Angel of History. Here is Walter Benjamin again, in

the present, or perhaps an allegorizing of the present by a past it

perhaps his most well-known lines:

now claims as its own.
This is how one pictures the angel of history. His face is
Stan Douglas came of age as an artist in the s, at a time of re-

turned toward the past. Where we perceive a chain of events,

Old quarters, all become for me an allegory,

newed interest in allegory as an artistic mode. The myths of pure

he sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage

presence and straight speaking that motivated so much modernist

upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. The angel

And my dear memories are heavier than rocks.

art were beginning to frustrate and to reveal their limitations. A

would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole what

“postmodern turn,” as it was named in haste, signaled a range of

has been smashed. But a storm is blowing from Paradise; it

Charles Baudelaire,  ¹

reconnections between art and everyday life, between high art and

has got caught in his wings with such violence that the angel

popular culture, between the here and the far away, between artis-

can no longer close them. The storm irresistibly propels him

tic mediums, and perhaps most signiﬁcantly between the present

into the future to which his back is turned, while the pile of

and the past.

debris before him grows skyward. This storm is what we call

At the center of this turn were photography and ﬁlm, two medi-

progress.⁴

ums that, although having their own distinctive identity within high
modernism, became attractive to artists of many kinds because

The allegorical photographer backs into the future. Perhaps his

they seemed to belong everywhere and nowhere in particular.

own images pile up before him. Perhaps he scavenges the greater

Some critics, notably Craig Owens, went so far as to suggest that

pile produced by the culture around him. Perhaps the new archival

photography is inescapably allegorical: it operates at the intersec-

technologies of his own moment—today it is the Internet—allow

tion of numerous rhetorics, genres, and discourses, none of which

him to reach further down into the pile, further back into the past,

belong to it exclusively. Moreover the photograph offers only

to pick out fragments presumed lost or irrelevant. And perhaps

a fragmentary account of a world it steals, quotes, and even sub-

with his ﬁndings he is prompted to make new images.

stitutes itself for, with tenuous means of explanation.³
While this is true enough, what really opened up photography

Essay by David Campany

Photographs can only be made in the present, although they immediately convert that present into something past. But if the past

to the allegorical imagination had as much to do with the medi-

is to enter into the photographer’s frame it must do so either

um’s cultural and historical standing in the closing decades of the

through the traces it has left behind in the world or through a re-

twentieth century. Photography was no longer the deﬁning me-

imagining. Stan Douglas pursues both approaches. That is to say,

dium of the age, as it had been in the previous era dominated by

he makes fairly “straight” documentary photographs of places

mass circulation magazines and newspapers. The displacement

where the past might be still discernible and thinkable, and he

was long and drawn out. It began with the advent of cinema, was

makes photographs that stage or restage moments from history.

conﬁrmed by the rise of television, and sealed by the arrival of

He explains:
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Malabar People: Female Impersonator, 1951
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Luanda-Kinshasa

154 155

Lisa Ryder as Helen/Betty, Sterling Jarvis as the Aide, Haley McGee as the Nurse

INT. ECT WARD – LOS ANGELES –

NURSE Odds are pretty good. Vase-

The AIDE attempts to insert the

1947 – DAY

line.

mouthpiece bit.

STATE – 1948 – NIGHT

A downstage scrim is in place and will

The AIDE finds and hands her a jar

AIDE You know the pictures in the

Projected on the scrim: A NIGHT

remain so throughout the play.

of gel. She applies it to HELEN’S

papers don’t do you justice – say ahhh

TRAIN rockets along the tracks.

TITLE OVER: LOS ANGELES 1947.

temples.

honey – let’s see you wag a tonsil –

MAIN TITLE: HELEN LAWRENCE.

Stage lights up as –

AIDE She coulda made it all up.

NURSE She can’t hear you. She’s out

The train’s PoV from the cowcatcher

An AIDE stands in a sparse electro-

NURSE She was married. In the So-

cold.

reveals parallel tracks stretching into

convulsive therapy ward beside a

ciety Pages. He was her lover. They

AIDE She hears me. She may look

the night, lit by the headlamp of the

gurney with a WOMAN, HELEN, lying

were sneaking around. They aren’t

unconscious but it all seeps in. Every

train. We pass a sign which reads:

on it. A NURSE enters carrying a clip-

going to stroll down Sunset Boulevard

little thing. Don’t it honey? All bubbling

YOU ARE NOW CROSSING 49TH

board: the AIDE is affable, the NURSE

together.

and simmering down in the bottom,

PARALLEL.

irritable, HELEN unconscious.

AIDE I don’t think there ever was a

every little thing that ever happened

From a high angle, the camera swoops

NURSE Where’s the Doctor?

boyfriend. I think she made that up.

to ya –

over the train as it slows, then fixes on

AIDE He said for you go ahead and

NURSE You think everybody makes

She hands him the padded elec-

a passenger car window and approa-

do it.

everything up.

trodes –

ches it.

NURSE Make sure she’s restrained

AIDE We can’t help it. Here’s a for

NURSE This ought to take a few trou-

CUT TO:

properly.

instance. For instance – I ask you how

bles off her mind. Ready, steady –

INT. TRAIN COMPARTMENT – NIGHT

AIDE You know who this is.

you do today, and you say?

The AIDE applies the electrode pads

For the remainder of the play, except

NURSE I should hope so.

NURSE Same as always. Fine.

to both of her temples.

at exceptional moments, actors on

AIDE You think she did it?

AIDE Which you just made up, when

AIDE Let her have it.

stage will be composited live into

The AIDE restrains HELEN with straps

in fact you’re in a pretty foul temper.

The NURSE applies the electrical cur-

virtual environments projected on the

on each limb.

Same as always. You lie just to grease

rent and HELEN ARCHES OFF THE

downstage scrim.

NURSE No. Not that she didn’t have a

the wheels. People start telling the

TABLE in a stiffened spasm as she’s

As the train comes to rest the

good reason. Takes two to tango.

truth and it just jams up the system,

hit with the current – the stage is

compartment’s sole occupant, Helen

AIDE I think she did it. Maybe even

the world grinds to a halt. You ever

bathed in white light as a CLOSE-UP

Lawrence, checks her watch. Footfalls

faked having a mental problem. Wor-

notice how when someone starts

OF HELEN appears on the scrim.

approach and the cabin door suddenly

king up sympathy. Setting herself up

telling the truth things get real quiet –

AS THE SCREAM OF A TRAIN

slides open:

for an insanity plea.

The NURSE hands him the mouth bit.

WHISTLE comes up from under, a

A BC PROVINCIAL POLICE OFFICER.

NURSE Doesn’t look much like she’s

NURSE Now put that bit in so she

surly SCORE and TITLES BEGIN:

Tips his fingers to his hat, and says

faking it to me.

doesn’t bite her tongue. I don’t care to

CUT TO:

something. She produces ID – he

AIDE You think it was the boyfriend.

see that again.

Helen Lawrence

EXT. TRAIN TRACKS – WASHINGTON

glances perfunctorily at it. He tips his

EVA I think I like Julianna up the

INT. OLD HOTEL – TELEGRAPH

you owe me two grand. It’s two grand

hat and exits.

flagpole.

OFFICE – CONTINUOUS

Phil – I write this shit down pal –

FADE TO BLACK

JULIE I don’t care what anybody

Off the cafeteria, in a converted tele-

EXT. VANCOUVER – AERIAL VIEW

thinks, I like the sound of it better.

graph office. PERCY WALKER (40s), a

OLD HOTEL – LOBBY – DAY

TITLE OVER: VANCOUVER 1948

EVA I was going to ask you, Joe,

bookmaker, is on the phone, impatient

POLICE CHIEF JIM MULDOON (40s)

The camera zooms into an overhead

when Mary comes, you will come tell

with his explanation – he’s got phones

enters like he owns the place. He

shot of a grand Edwardian building.

me please?

to answer and betting slips to keep

wears a civilian suit and a fedora. He

Push into a view of the ballroom.

JULIE Black Mary. I guess you slept

straight.

is a flatfoot, a lurching narcissistic

TITLE OVER: THE OLD HOTEL VAN-

on it.

WALKER (into telephone) Take the

bully, the alpha dog who must put his

COUVER

EVA Yes. But not much sleeping. If

hay outta your ears Phil – it’s my last

scent down wherever he goes. The

I am working please send her to the

coupla weeks in this shithole here,

Right Man who is never wrong.

INT. OLD HOTEL – LOBBY – DAY

cafeteria.

then we’re moving over to the Dodson

JULIE gives CHIEF MULDOON a lazy,

A girl of sixteen, JULIE WINTERS,

JULIE No regrets.

Hotel. This is it, I hit this one outta

sarcastic salute as he strides past.

attired in shirt, vest and slacks, a

EVA I have too many already. But

the park or I’m fucking doomed. Yeah,

JULIE Morning Chief. Catch any

short haircut, works the FRONT DESK.

maybe you won’t make my mistake,

we got a liquor license, wasn’t fucking

crooks lately? There’s one in Percy’s

The first look suggests she is indeed

and you will have no regrets.

cheap –

office if you’re looking for an easy

a young man. She bristles with energy

JULIE Ha. Don’t worry about that,

EVA enters with a cup of coffee. Ano-

collar. Looks just like Percy.

and reads a NEWSPAPER with inte-

sister. I ain’t goin’ down that road. Not

ther phone RINGS. He grabs it.

MULDOON stops abruptly.

rest.

in this lifetime.

WALKER (CONT’D) Keep the joe co-

MULDOON What’s your name?

EVA (24), a recent German immigrant

EVA But please, don’t speak about it.

ming would ya honey?

JULIE (beat) It’s Joe.

and war bride, approaches –

JULIE Keepin’ it zipped – I know the

(into phone 2)

MULDOON Joe, if I asked you to do a

EVA Juliana – have you a moment for

drill. Hey, how do you say asshole in

Taxi service hold the line – hold your

little something for me, could you do

me?

German?

horses, Hollywood Park doesn’t go off

it, no questions asked, on the q.t.?

JULIE Call me Joe, I told you that a

EVA Arschloch.

for another hour –

JULIE Sure.

million times already.

JULIE Arslock. Thanks.

(into phone 1)

She leans in conspiratorially.

EVA Yes, Joe. May I ask why you have

EVA moves off – JULIE watches

Okay Phil, gimme your bets. Shoot.

MULDOON Mind your own fucking

a new name?

her thoughtfully, then returns to her

Got it… Got it… Wait. That horse has

business. Can you manage that?

JULIE Just sending it up the flagpole.

reading.

been scratched. How the fuck would

JULIE Got it. Yeah. Okay. I’ll give it a

(off her puzzle)

I know, maybe he’s hungover. Not the

go. I can do that.

Trying it on for size. Seeing if it suits

horse. The jockey. Jesus. No wonder

He strides on.

me. Kicking the tires.

Haley McGee as Julie, Gerard Plunkett as Muldoon
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History Resubjectivized
(Doubly)
Why would an artist want to create an app, as Stan Douglas has

Vancouver and recall existing places in the postwar city. It is the

just done with Circa 1948?¹ Apps have become particularly com-

magic of cinema to be able to restore eras and places that have

mon since smartphones have invaded the marketplace. They give

disappeared with time. The app, a device which is an exponent of

a surplus value to these phones that are conceived for multiple

virtual reality, brings one backwards in time and proposes the

uses and go far beyond the basic functions of telephoning, text-

experience of revisiting not only the aforementioned locations, but

messaging, and e-mailing. Apps offer information and provide

also the era and a particularly Vancouverian zeitgeist.

services and entertainment in an immediate, reactive fashion.

The choice of date has do to with one of those moments in his-

Smartphones in general are enabling, as they work their way

tory that represents a historical shift, that of the post-World War II

through so many diverse functions, increasing communication in

period, which signals a time when the economy, politics, and val-

terms of time and outreach (space). One’s territory is augmented,

ues were still shaken by the traumatic years gone by. The Hotel

with access to the personal environment, contacts, and various

Vancouver had been the main grand hotel of the city (and appar-

services ready at hand.

ently of the British Empire). Its existence corresponds to a munici-

These may be some of the reasons an artist would want to

pal policy for an open city, which led to corruption and the

create an app. Working on the notions of immediacy, augmented

tolerance of certain types of criminal activity, such as bootleg-

space, interactivity, and multiplicity can all be challenging to

ging, gambling, and prostitution. Built in 1916, the hotel was de-

a contemporary artist. The app combines basic tropes of contem-

molished in 1949, having served as barracks for the Canadian

poraneity which, associated with accessibility, relate to these

troops and as a refuge for the homeless in its final years. The

same notions. Being in the world today is a condition that goes

choice of 1948 carries a double heritage: that of the hotel’s heyday

beyond the common time and space one situates oneself in. Time

splendor and glory, and that of the scars of war and crime. The

and space have become multidimensional, because technology

grand palatial scale of the hotel contrasts with the working-class

now enables the collapsing of time into multiple formats, dura-

neighborhood of Hogan’s Alley. Situated in a district of Vancouver

tions, interruptions, and resumptions. Time can be extended and it

called Strathcona, which was home to immigrants of diverse ori-

can be contracted. Space encounters similar distortions. Space

gins, from Chinese to Japanese to Italian, the alley also included

can be experienced in a variety of ways, through communication

the city’s most important concentration of black people and was

media as well as through accelerated travels made possible by

at the time a red-light district. It featured bars and gambling joints

ever-evolving transport technologies.

as well as brothels. The area was eventually demolished to give

Douglas’s project revolves around a script he wrote with Kevin

way to the construction of a freeway following a redevelopment

Kerr titled Circa 1948. It is a series of dialogues that sprout up in

plan in the 1950s, which in turn led to the eradication of the black

different locations in the app. The two main locations are the Hotel

presence in Strathcona. Strathcona is linked to Canada’s histori-

Vancouver and Hogan’s Alley,² both of which are situated in

cally important railway system, as it is bordered by the Canadian

Essay by Chantal Pontbriand
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Stan Douglas

Mise en Scène

Stan Douglas is one of today’s most important visual artists.

Stan Douglas est l’un des plus grands artistes visuels de notre

His work touches on themes of modernism, politics, race, music,

temps. Son travail traite de modernité, de politique, de race,

cinema, and theater. This comprehensive volume features

de musique, de cinéma et de théâtre. Cette importante

images from Douglas’s most recent large-scale photographic

publication montre les dernières séries photographiques,

series. It also includes images from much-anticipated works:

souvent grand format, de Douglas, ainsi que, pour la première

the video piece Luanda-Kinshasa, the cinematic stage produc-

fois, des images de la vidéo Luanda-Kinshasa, la production

tion Helen Lawrence, and the mobile app Circa . A series

scénique Helen Lawrence et l’application mobile Circa .

of essays discussing the Canadian artist’s influences and

Des contributions analysant les influences et thèmes de

themes rounds out this impressive book.

cet artiste canadien parachèvent l’ouvrage. Ce livret contient
la traduction française des textes.

Stan Douglas ist einer der wichtigsten bildenden Künstler
unserer Zeit. Seine Arbeiten behandeln Themen wie Modernismus, Politik, Rasse, Musik, Kino und Theater. Diese umfassende
Publikation zeigt Aufnahmen aus Douglas’ neuesten, meist
großformatigen Fotoserien. Darüber hinaus werden erstmals
Bilder der Videoarbeit Luanda-Kinshasa, der Bühnenproduktion
Helen Lawrence sowie der mobilen App Circa  veröffentlicht. Essays, die Einflüsse und Themen des kanadischen Künstlers beleuchten, runden das eindrucksvolle Buch ab. Dieses
Booklet enthält die deutsche Übersetzung der Texte.
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